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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to determine if there
were differences in para-proxemic attributions

(effecta-

tions based upon the relative distance of a media source)
to the extreme close-up as opposed to the close-up camera
shots.

Differences in audience response by sex of subject

were found.

Two stimuli were simultaneously videotaped

of a man making an informative speech.

The first tape was

composed of establishing shots and extreme close-up shots.
The second tape was comprised of establishing shots and
close-up shots.
both tapes.

The establishing shots were constant in

In the first tape a cut from the establishing

shot to the extreme close-up shot would electronically
trigger a cut in the second tape from the establishing shot
to the close-up shot.
Because of the baseline nature of research in paraproxemic attributions and the lack of a valid and reliable
instrument for use as the dependent measure a pilot study
was run.

After viewing one of the two treatment subjects

responded to a revised version of the McCroskey and Jenson
instrument for the measurement of perceived image of mass
media news sources.

Subjects responses were subjected to

image factor analysis.

This analysis yielded a three

factor structure for the male subjects and a four factor
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structure for the female subjects.

A subsequent treatment

condition with a new subject population yielded an almost
identical factor pattern as that in the pilot study.
Three factors emerged for the male subjects and four
factors emerged for the female respondents.

It was

determined that the different factor structures showed a
difference in subjects attributions toward the stimulus
based upon the independent variable of sex of respondent.
Multiple discriminant analysis was then run to
determine if the sex specific instruments could differen
tiate subjects responses by treatment condition.

Results

of those analyses showed that the sex specific instruments
could correctly classify the subjects by para-proxemic
treatment conditions upwards of 63% in every condition
except the male extreme close-up condition.

The lack of

linearity of responses in this condition was explained as
a result of a response ambiguity for males in an "invading"
situation.

Further research was suggested to determine

which specific items were responded to differently by
treatment conditions.

Additionally, a different stimulus

needed to be designed specific to new situations, and other
camera shots tested in varying combinations.

viii

Chapter 1
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Introduction
The 1973 Journal of Broadcasting article by Mandell
and Shaw stated "that skillful manipulation of camera can
have predictable effects on the audience is a long accepted
part of filmmaking"

(p. 353, emphasis added).

While such

a statement would probably be accepted by individuals
involved in the study of television and film production,
careful study of this assumption is essential.

Close

scrutiny shows the statement to have little empirical
support.

An exhaustive review of the literature shows few

experimental studies reporting differences in audience or
"receiver" variables as a function of camera manipulation.
Empirical research on persuasive effects of the
media typically addresses such broad contemporary notions
as sex and violence and their effects on certain segments
of the population.

A myriad of television consequences

ranging from advertiser control and apathy through
violence and xenophobia have been analyzed

(Austin, 1979).

Attempts to accumulate television research into
relevant works include McQuail's Toward a Sociology of
Mass Communication (1969) and Sociology of Mass Communica
tion (1972) .

To a larger degree however texts have

followed the traditional mass communication format of
medium specific diffusion theories.

In addition, Hartmann

and Husband's Racism and the Mass Media

(1974) exposed

readers to a synthesis of approaches to a specific topic.
McCain, Chilberg and Wakslag

(1977) suggested that

much emphasis has been placed on topical variables and
their orientation toward content type analysis.

Conse

quently, more specific categories of media effects, as
nonverbal and visual-technical have been relatively ignored.
This topical, content analytic approach led Hiebert,
Ungurait and Bohn (19 79) to conclude in Mass Media II that
"we need to go beyond content when assessing the impact
of a medium's code"

(p. 112).

There have, however, been reasons for the content
type approach utilized in the analysis of the mass media.
The most obvious of these reasons has been the economic
relationships upon which a specific medium is based.
Without this type of research design there would be no way
of knowing the specifics of what a particular segment was
watching and with what "reaction."

(The basic underlying

premise is that socially approved objectives must be
established, but this rationale becomes obscure when one
considers the gross advertising and marketing bias
inherent in the conclusion.)
Nevertheless the content analytic approach has led
critics to be skeptical of the nature of research done in
the television and film areas.

As Baggaley and Duck

(1978)
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state in their book The Dynamics of Television:
In attempts, therefore, to understand the impact of
any communiation medium in terms of its effects on a
large 'mass' many of its more differing effects on
the individual members of its audience have been
obscured (1978, p. X).
Their solution is one echoed by this author:

"Clearly in

order to bring our understanding of media processes into
line with other areas of communication theory we must first
of all view them through the same psychological microscope
(p. X ) ."
Background
There has been a great deal of focus on the impact
of the television medium.

Its penetration into homes

worldwide has been the topic of analysis in economics,
psychology, anthropology, history, and communication.

It

is no longer questioned that a relationship exists between
the medium and man/woman.

The critical environment now

surrounds the type of relationship established, as well as
the degree of involvement.
In hopes of explaining viewer involvement with
television Ashcroft and Sheflin

(19 74) state "We don't

just passively watch television either,
an interest with programs"

(p. 12).

for we engage in

In an article

published in 1956 entitled "Mass Communication and Parasocial Interaction:

Observation on Intimacy at a
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Distance" Horton and Wohl established a new approach to
mass communication effects.

This perspective suggested

that the seeming face-to-face relationship established
between mass media sources and their audience closely
paralleled that of traditionally defined human interaction.
Horton and Wohl anticipated the obvious criticism
to their view of media-audience interaction.

Too, they

realized the problems associated with the use of the term
"interaction."

They stated

the crucial difference in experience obviously lies
in the lack of effective reciprocity, and this the
audience cannot normally conceal for itself.

. .

The interaction, characteristically is one sided,
nondialectical, controlled by the performer, and not
susceptable to mutual development (p. 215).
According to Horton and Kohl, mass media talent
try to replicate the verbal and nonverbal styles inherent
in interpersonal communication.

(The allure of Edie Adams'

"Why don't you come up and see me sometime" is an obvious
use of this phenomenon).

Particularly in the solo perform

ance, the viewer can maintain his own identity, and
respond both appropriately and in compliment to the state
ments and actions of the persons suggest the response
repertoire available to the viewer.
If the viewer chooses to respond, he/she accepts
the implicit rules of the relationship.

The appropriate

ness of the audiences' role and the responses therein are
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dictated by the same norms and cultural patterns that are
prescribed for "interpersonal" relations.

Horton and

Wohl suggest that the general outline for these roles are
intuitively derived from primary relations such as family
and friends and therefore are characteristically similar.
Alfred Schutz' (1970) interpretation of signs
implicitly subsumes the notion of the talent-viewer
relation as one of the "taken for granteds" of our social
world.

This world, says Schutz is a given to man/woman.

The objects, facts, and events which are interpreted
as signs must directly or indirectly refer to
another's bodily existence.

In the simplest sense,

that of a face-to-face relationship, anothers body
events occurring on his body
including bodily movements

(blushing, smiling),

(wincing, beckoning),

activities performed by it (talking, walking, manipu
lating things) are capable of being apprehended by the
interpretor as signs (p. 200).
Schutz1s philosophical notion of the interpretation
of signs closely fits the Horton and Wohl concept of parasocial interaction when one incorporates his view of
interpersonal communication.

According to Schutz, face-

to-face relations are unnecessary for interpersonal
communication.

Accordingly, three suggestions are given

in defense of "relations" separated by time and/or space:
(i)

that apprehension does not necessarily presuppose

actual perception, but that the appresenting member

of the appresentational pair may also be a recollection
or even a phantasm; I remember

(or:

I can imagine) the

facial expression of .my friend when h e 'learned
learn) some sad news.
looking centaur;

(or will

I can even phantasy a sad

(ii) that the result or product of

another's activity refers to the action from which it
resulted and, thus, can function as a sign for his
cogitations;

(iii) that the principle of the relative

irrelevance of the vehicle is applicable.

(The printed

lecture refers to the talk of the lecturer.)

(p. 200-

201) .
In applying the time/space relationship to communication,
Schutz asserts that it is not necessary for the inter
preter's world to overlap with the "manipulatory sphere of
the communicator

(telephone, television), nor that the

production of the sign occur simultaneously with its
interpretation"
Norland

(p. 203).
(19 78) discussed the human-media inter

action in contrast to what she calls more "'pure'
identification in the context of audience involvement in
the mass media"

(p. 176).

Nordland's contention is that

certain media have a higher degree of media interaction
potential, that being the capacity for a specific medium
to fulfill an individual's interaction needs.

Assuming

that man/woman has a basic need for social interaction,
the author posits that given a situation in which (for
one reason or another) an individual is unable to fulfill

those needs, an alternative means is necessary.

The

obvious secondary source according to Nordland is tele
vision, which holds a very high media interaction
potential.
What Horton and Wohl

(1959), Schutz

(1970), and

Nordland (1979) have suggested is that media sources and
their viewers interact.

They have suggested that an

interpersonal approach be utilized in the analysis of a
unique mass media component:

the talent-viewer relation

ship or "para-social interaction."
The suggested mass media-interpersonal interface
recently emerged in a readings book edited by Cathcart
and Gumpert (1979).

In Inter/Media:

Interpersonal

Communication in a Media World the authors cite the lack
of synthesis of these two areas as detrimental to the
overall synergistic understanding of the communicative
process.

According to the authors it was initially

beneficial for interpersonal communication and mass
communication to grow independently.

Now, however,

Cathcart and Gumpert suggest it is time to acknowledge the
mutual effect that they have in shaping the communication
environment.
. . . The nexus of media and interpersonal communica
tion has been overlooked.

We have come to know and

understand the technology of the media, the art of the
media as performance, the regulatory problems.

. . .

We have explored the relationship of self and other,

of verbal and nonverbal communication, of personal
and social space . . . .

What has been under

emphasized is the whole of the communicative process:
a process in which each part effects the whole
(p. 10-11).
The intentions of their book suggest the thesis of this
paper:

"to restore a perspective that has been overlooked

in the acceleration of technology and the collision with
face-to-face communication"

(p. 11).

Research Question
In their 1979 article "Proxemics and Audience
Response:

Implications for Marketing and Advertising"

Hair and Klein discussed the use of the extreme close-up
camera shot in television commercials.

The authors

suggested that the usage of this shot "has the effect of
bringing the talent in close to the viewing audience"
(p. 242).

The authors' premise is that the result of this

type of perspective may hold similar conventions as are
applicable in interpersonal communications,

". . . i.e.,

images on a tv screen may impinge upon the viewer's
interpersonal space"

(p. 242).

Hair and Klein's assumption of the violation of
space portrayed by the extreme close-up shot was based on
an earlier work by Klein (1975).

The Klein thesis

identified traits associated with the taxonomy espoused
by Hall in the Hidden Dimension

(1966).

Hall recorded

descriptions of sensory input used to establish territorial
distances and attributions of the relationship between
members involved in interaction.

These traits were

compared to what is visually evident in the extreme closeup (XCU) and close-up

(CU) camera shots.

In particular,

Hall's "intimate distance-far phase" and "personal
distance-far phase" were cited.
Intimate distance-far phase is a label associated
with an interpersonal distance of six to eighteen inches.
Among its identifiable traits are:
1)

The head is seen in an enlarged state, its

features distorted.
2)

The iris in the other person's eye is seen in

an enlarged state.
3)

Small blood vessels in the sclera are visible.

4)

Some breath odor may be perceived.

5)

Clear vision (15 degrees) includes either the

upper or lower portion of the face.
6)

Easily assessible to touching behavior.

Personal distance-far phase is a label associated
with an interpersonal distance ranging from 1% feet to 2h
feet.

Among its identifying traits are:
1)

Parties are just outside touching distance.

2)

Head size is perceived as normal.

3)

Subjects of personal involvement and interest

can be discussed.
4)

Facial features are clearly visible.
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5)

Fine details as stains on teeth and small

wrinkles are also highly visible.
Three of Hall's major identifying factors of
intimated distance-far phase are evident in the extreme
close-up camera shot.

First, while the head is not seen

as distorted it does appear enlarged to the viewer,
especially relative to other camera shots.

In both the

extreme close-up (XCU) shot and intimated distance-far
phase the iris is seen as enlarged and blood vessels in
the sclera are clearly visible.

Clear vision in the

intimate distance include either the upper or lower portion
of the face.

The same phenomenon is forced upon the

viewer with an XCU because of the technological limita
tions of the medium.
proxemic"

Finally, in terns of viewers "para-

(Meyrowitz, 1979) attributions,

the talent

"appears" accessible to touching behavior.
Three of the major identifying factors of Hall's
personal distance-far phase are visually evident in
viewing the close-up camera shot.
seen (perceived) as normal.

First, head size is

Secondly, both the XCU and

the CU show the facial features highly visible.

Finally,

both allow for the individual/viewer to focus on the fine
details of the skin, stains on teeth and small wrinkles.
Klein and Hair's research supported the contention
that many of the visual factors that serve in the estab
lishment of man/woman's territorial or proxemic boundaries
are likewise the visual factors apparent in the XCU and
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CU camera shots.

Specifically, the XCU manifests the

same visual cues as are equated with an intimate personal
space relationship.

The CU shows the same visual cues

representative of the personal distance spatial relations.
If televised mediated information is processed as the parasocial paradigm suggested, other proxemic cues

(such as

"appearance" of availability for touching behavior) would
also be manifest within the shot selection.
Given the rationale of the above theory, the lack
of research into television's technical mediational powers,
and the present direction toward an explanation of mass
communication (television) theory in interpersonal communi
cation constructs, the following research question is
formulated:

Are there differences in audience response

when exposed to a close-up shot as opposed to an extreme
close-up shot in a short narrative sequence?
The terms of this question are operationally
defined as follows:
based on subjects

Audience

response

differences will be

(Ss) responses to a modified version of

the 25 semantic differential scales suggested by the
McCroskey-Jenson Credibility Instrument for News Sources
(McCroskey and Jenson 1975).

This instrument isolates

five dimensions of perceived credibility of mass media
sources:

competence, character,

sociability, composure,

and extroversion.
Close-up shot will be operationalized as that shot
which exposes the talents head and upper neck within the
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frame.

The extreme close-up shot may be defined as that

shot which shows the majority of the talent's face within
the frame but excludes either the extreme uppermost part
of the head or the extreme bottom portion of the jaw
(see Appendix A ) .
Short narrative sequence will be defined as an
emotionally neutral speech, approximately three minutes
in length (see Appendix B ) .

This neutrality will serve as

an internal validity control for extraneous effects on Ss
responses as an artifact of the stimulus.

Any "response"

differential will be a result of either the main effects
variables,

sex and treatment conditions

(XCU or C U ) , or

their interaction.
Preview of the Following Chapters
The specific research hypotheses, the way in which
they will be tested, and the results obtained will be
explained in the remaining sections of the dissertation.
Chapter 2 will provide a review of the literature in
framing variables;
measure.

the use of camera shot as an independent

Additionally,

support will be drawn from

literature in aesthetic tv and film theory.

Experimental

research methodology, the description of the independent
and dependent variables, the specific statistical proce
dures used will be included in Chapter 3.

Chapter 4 will

contain the results of the experiment and a discussion of
those results and the implications for further research.

Chapter 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Aesthetic Theory
The effects of camera manipulation upon the viewer
have been of interest to aestheticians since the beginnings
of the film and later television media.

Basically,

discussions of camera manipulation have centered around
two areas of usage:

(1) the effects of camera manipulation

within the shot, and (2) the development of the shot
sequence.
Within the shot, Bretz

(1952) discusses the use of

long shots for the establishment of stability within the
frame.

He suggests the use of close-up shots for the

express purpose of emphasis of subjects.
Eisenstein's Film Form and Film Sense
shot manipulation more explicitly.

Sergei

(1965) discussed

He states that the

principle function of the close-up in cinema is " . . .
not only and so much to "show' or to 'present' as to
'signify' to 'give meaning' and to 'designate'"

(p. 238).

In his analysis of D. W. Griffith's premier use
of the close-up in film, Eisenstein relates how the
innovation allowed for a division between the traditional
long shots

(and their mirroring of the stage), and for a

new orientation which opened the door to "the field of
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montage image, montage understanding, montage as a means
before all else of revealing the ideological conception"
(p. 239).

To Eisenstein, the selection of the term

"close-up" by Americans was representative of the
qualitative dimensions of the phenomenon, that of viewpoint.
Fairlie (1968) differentiates the use of the closeup in film as opposed to television.

Close-up shots,

according to Fairlie, are more legitimate in film because
of viewers expectancies of film as "larger than life."
He asserts that in real life people aren't seen in as
close proximity as the close-up portrays.

The exceptions

to this are in either sexual relations or more combative
situations.
The use of the close-up shot in television, how
ever, brings the talent "into the livingroom."

Fairlie

suggests that this illegitimatizes the shot as it shows
the talent in isolation and suggests a certain intimacy not
acceptable in the home.
Pudovkin (1949) addressed the development of the
shot sequence when he discussed the need for directors
to consider the structuring of the film in terms of
"process."

Implicitly he likens the development of the

shot sequence to an information processing model in which
the director selects the best sequencing of shots.
selection directs the viewers' attention throughout
different aspects of the film; that is through the
"spatial construction of the scene"

(p. 148).

This
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Adding to the development of the shot sequence
Vorkapich (1960) offers a kinesic description of the
changing of shots.

He says that when one shot is changed

for another (i.e., cut) the viewer reacts physically, with
the movements corresponding to the specific frame and the
sequence of events.
Arnheim (1957) is more specific in his development
of the shot sequence.

In his book Film As Art he lists

five factors relevant to the audiences' experience of the
filmic motion.

These are:

(1) the movement of the

objects, live or dead that are photographed by the camera,
(2)

the effect of perspective and the distance of the

camera from the object,
camera,

(3) the effect of the moving

(4) the synthesis of individual scenes, accom

plished by montage in an overall composition of motion,
(5) the interaction of movements that are put next to each
other by montage"

(pp. 181-182).

Empirical Studies Reporting Shot Selections
As Independent Measure
The first empirical studies analyzing the use of
camera shot as an independent measure were based on the
conceptual framework developed by Barrow and Westley

(1958).

The foundation of this theory is that "The efficiency of
a communication is improved by the elimination of inter
ference which distracts attention and detracts from the
message"

(p. 50).
Aylward (1961) studied the relationship between
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image size and information gain.

Using the conceptual

framework of Barrow and Westley, he manipulated close-up
and long shots in a televised lecture.

Image size was

operationalized as the absolute size of the image (talent)
on the screen.

According to this approach, a close-up is

considered a large image size.

Conversely, a long shot

of an individual is considered a small image size because
"it must be compressed within the limits of the television
system to fit the kinescope"

(p. 49).

Aylward found no

significant information gain through the use of either the
long shot or the close-up in a televised lecture.
Williams

(1965) investigated the effect of close-

up and long shots on interest level and attention.
Utilizing a series of electrical switches, Williams pre
tested a prepared videotaped lecture for periods of
interest and disinterest.

Medium shots were held constant.

Ss were instructed to press different buttons during
periods in which the lecture seemed to be interesting.
The more often buttons were pushed during certain periods
of the lecture the more interesting that section was
considered.
To carry out the experiment, Williams videotaped
the lecture.

In one treatment condition the author

inserted CU shots whenever a "high interest" segment was
reached.

In another condition, long shots were inserted

in the "high interest" section.

Medium shots were used

in the "low interest" area of treatment one and in the
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"high interest" sections of treatment two.
five basic conclusions from his study:

Williams drew

(1) the CU does

not significantly increase interest level,

(2) the long

shot does not significantly decrease interest level,

(3)

you can increase the level of interest using the CU in
interesting subject matter, but (4) you decrease the
amount of interest using CU shots during an uninteresting
segment, and finally,

(5) the three basic film shots

(long

shot, medium shot, and close-up) have measurably different
effects.
Wurtzell and Dominic

(1971) continued the study of

image size using the Barrow and Westley framework.

Their

study examined the effects of shot selection and different
acting styles on the evaluation of dramatic productions.
Essentially they found that "theatre" style acting

(that

is, broad sweeping gestures) are more positively evaluated
when a long shot is used.

Conversely, acting-for-television

as a style of performance typified by less violent
kinesic movements interacts positively with the close-up
shot in Ss evaluation.

These conclusions coincide with

the previously mentioned aesthetic theory of Sergei
Eisenstein, and serve as empirical support to his treat
ment of the use of the long shot.
McCain and Hepensky (1972) investigated the effects
of image size or perceived distance between camera and
source of interpersonal attraction.

Theirs was the first

empirical research to utilize an alternative communication
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variable as a dependent measure.

The authors simultane

ously videotaped the comedy team of Edmunds and Curley
using close-up, medium and long shots.

Their findings

supported their general hypothesis that a close-up
provides the best chance for a positive interpersonal
portrayal.

It must be remembered, however, that the

author's stimuli was a taped performance of a comedy team.
McCain and Divers
body type

(1973) studied the effect of

(endomorph, ectomorph, mesomorph), and camera

shot (long shot and close-up) on interpersonal attaction
and source credibility.

The authors reported partial

support for their hypotehesis on the sociability dimension
of source credibility.

Specifically, the results showed

directionality toward interaction between camera shot and
credibility.

The respondents in the CU treatment viewed

the source as more friendly and more sociable than did
their long shot counterparts.
Wood's

(1979) review of the McCain and Divers

study suggests that while one might want to conclude that
manipulation of image size can effect speaker credibility,
a generalization is not warranted because

(1) the

results of this experiment reported an effect on only
one dimension of credibility as an interaction effect
with body type,

(2) the static quality of each of the

shots is atypical of television convention,

(3) the

experiment has not been replicated by other researchers,
and (4)

'sex did have an effect and could very well
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have been a confounding variable in this study.1
(McCain and Divers, p. 9)

(p. 5).

While Wood's criticism was targeted at the McCain and Divers
study, it could well be utilized for other works on the
relationship of image size

(camera shots/para-proxemics)

to

communication variables such as interpersonal attraction
and source credibility.

The majority of these studies

tried to explain the dependent measures in terms of a
stimuli comprised solely of static long shots or close-up
shots.

Further, there has been no replication of studies.

Finally, each of the studies have utilized different
dependent measures

(p. 3, see Illustration 1).

Wood next set up another experiment to try to
compensate for some of the deficiencies of past research.
A 2 X 3 factorial design, sex by image size was designed.
The dependent measures were the three dimensions of source
credibility formulated by Berio, Lemert, and Mertz
These dimensions are:

(1969).

safety, qualification, and dynamism.

Separate semantic pairs were summed across to derive
individual dimension scores.

(While Wood utilized sex as

an independent measure, he could find no theoretical basis
for predicting any interaction effect for sex and image
size on source credibility).
The stimuli was an eight and a half minute
persuasive speech.

Three separate tapes were recorded

simultaneously resulting in three conditions.
one held a close up shot constant.

Condition

Condition two utilized
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Illustration 1
Studies on Image Size Noting
Independent and Dependent
Variables

Independent
Variable(s)

Dependent
Variable(s)

Aylward, 1961

Image Size
Program Background
Program Editing

Information gain

Williams,

Image Size

Interest Level

Wurtzell and
Dominick, 1971

Image Size
Acting Style

Evaluation

McCain and
Repensky, 1972

Image Size

Interpersonal
Attraction

McCain and
Divers, 1973

Image Size
Body Type

Credibility
Interpersonal
Attraction

Wakshlag,

Image Size
Camera Angle

Credibility
Interpersonal
Attraction

Wood, 1978

Image Size
Sex

Credibility

Hair and
Klein, 1979

Camera Shot
(Para-proxemics)
Sex

Credibility

Study and Date

1975

1973
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a zoom lensed camera which zoomed in and out from the
referent close-up shot used in condition one.

Condition

three cut from the referent close-up to "tighter" shots
and "looser" shots.
Wood found significance for the main effect of sex
on the safety dimension (p <

.01).

Females found the

speaker significantly more "safe" than did males.

A

non-significant trend showed the speaker as slightly more
credible in the static condition than in the other two
conditions.
Hair and Klein
and "proxemics"

(1979) studied the effects of sex

(close-up and extreme close-up shots) on

audience response.

Audience response was operationalized

by a series of 16 semantic scales used to evaluate the
stimulus.

Eight of these scales rated the "speaker" and

the other eight were used to rate the "speech."
Two tapes were made concurrently;

the first consisted

of bust shots and tight close-up shots and the second
included bust shots and extreme close-up shots.
tapes held the bust shot in common.

Both

But in the first

tape the bust shot was cut to the tight close-up while
in the second the bust was cut to the extreme closeup (p. 242).
This technique allowed the only difference in the
stimulus to be the specific camera shot in question.
Other studies reported no controls for maintaining
similarities by which to compare one shot to the other
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which led to strong questions of internal validity
(Campbell and Stanley, 1963).

Additionally, this technique

afforded the authors a major difference of epistemological
nature:

viewpoint.
Specifically, in the past researchers have looked

at differences in camera shot in terms of absolute size.
This approach, discussed earlier, led experimenters to
compare one shot, typically static to another shot, also
static.

As was discussed by Wood, this process is indeed

atypical of television convention.
The stimulus as developed by Klein
the authors what Meyrowtiz

(1977) afforded

(1979) later termed a "para-

proxemic" viewpoint, and based on a proxemic model was
thus concerned with relative size.

This approach also

gave the author substantial theoretical rationale for
hypothesizing the directionality of differences in male
and female respondents.
proxemic theory.

This rationale is implicit within

Briefly, a female should be more

comfortable seeing a man "relatively" closer to her than
would a male.
A final difference in the Hair and Klein study was
the content of the stimulus message.

Other studies on

image size used messages as persuasive speeches and comedy
performances which could have themselves confounded the
results.

Specifically, no pre-test measurement was

discussed in the studies which might have indicated prior
attitudes to the source or their message.

Obvious
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predispositions may have precluded response to the stimulus
(Anderson and Clevenger, 1963).
The results of the Hair and Klein study found the
overall main effects for both sex and proxemics significant
beyond the
significant.

.01 level.

The interaction effect was also

Inspection of the treatment means revealed

that females perceived the speaker in the extreme close-up
condition as relatively more pleasant,

softer, and more

honest than did their male counterparts.
The lack of explications suggests -that: .more. _
grounding is needed in the area of "image" size or "paraproxemic" interaction.

Most importantly, replication is

needed, and a valid and reliable instrument needs to be
developed.

The following chapter relating the methodology

of the study describes the procedures used to manipulate
the independent variables of sex and para-proxemics, and
the testing of the research question.

Chapter 3
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
Research reported in Chapter 2 indicated that more
investigation into the area of image size or para-proxemic
attributions was needed.

It also was determined that a

valid and reliable instrument needed to be developed to
determine if there were differences in audience response
to the extreme close-up as opposed to the close-up camera
shots.

The following chapter has been designed to:

(1)

address the question of instrumentation, and further,
(2) determine if there were differences in audience
response to the extreme close-up as opposed to the close-up
camera shots.
The following sections of this chapter include
Part One:

Stimulus, which describes the videotaping

procedures used in the taping of the stimulus and in
controlling for extraneous biases.

Part Two, titled

Instrumentation describes the criteria used to select the
measuring instrument input as the dependent variable.
Part Three titled Pilot Study is composed of three sections
Subjects, Data Analysis, and Analysis of the Measuring
Instrument.

"Subject" is the section which describes the

selection of the subjects and the manner in which the
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treatment conditions were run.

The second section,

"Data

Analysis," discusses the way in which the data were scored.
The final section under Pilot Study entitled "Analysis of
the Measurement Instrument" discusses the results of the
factor analytic comparison between the McCroskey and Jenson
instrument and the general and six specific instruments
discussed in the Instrumentation section of this chapter.
Additionally this section determined if different attribu
tions were made toward the stimulus as differentiated by
the independent variable, sex of respondent.
Stimulus
The stimulus for this study was a videotaped perfor
mance of a male giving a three minute informative
presentation on tourism in Louisiana.

The content of the

presentation was designed to be as neutral in terms of its
emotionally laden content as possible
full discussion).

(see Chapter 2 for

Briefly the reason for the neutrality

was to control for the potentiality of confounded results
as an artifact of the content of the stimulus, as opposed
to the technical aspects.

(See Appendix B for copy of the

speech.)
A panel of experts from the Department of Speech
at Louisiana State University were asked to rate the
speech.

This rating was achieved by administering a 7-step

Likert type scale (see Appendix C ) .
1 - 7

The scale was rated

with 1 being no emotional loading and 7 being
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extremely emotionally laden.

A mean score was then

computed for the judges; results yielded a score of 2.25.
The experimentor believed this score was sufficiently low
to validate the speech's neutrality.
The stimulus was then videotaped in color at the
LSU television production studios.

The tape was of broad

cast quality in order to create as realistic a stimulus as
possible.

Two tapes were made concurrently.

The first

tape was composed of establishing shots and extreme closeup shots (tape #1).

Establishing shots show the talent

from the waist up, and extreme close-up shots show most of
the talent's head with slight movements placing either the
uppermost top of the head or the bottom of the chin out of
the picture.

The second tape consisted of establishing

shots and close-up shots

(tape #2).

Close-up shots

include talent's head and upper neck.
Both tapes were made simultaneously and retained
the establishing shot in common.

When tape number 1 cut

to the XCU shot, tape number 2 was simultaneously cut to
the CU shot.

This production technique allowed for the

control of possible external bias which could have occurred
due to the tapes being produced at two different times.
Specifically, the only difference between tapes number 1
and 2 was the difference of the XCU and CU camera shots.
Again, these shots reflected the interpersonal distances
attributed to, respectively, the intimate distance-far
phase and personal distance-far phase of the Hallian
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proxemic theory.
Instrumentation
The selection of the instrument in this study was
based on five considerations.

These criterion were:

(1)

the instrument must be designed for measuring the dimensions
of image

credibility

(Tucker, 1971),

of mediated

mass media

sources

(2) the instrument must be based on a large

sample (Nunally, 1968; Kurlinger, 1973),

(3) if dimen

sionality of image is utilized, each specific scale must be
highly loaded on one of the dimensions with no high
loadings on either of the remaining dimensions
1973; Hair, 1979),

(Kerlinger,

(4) reliability of the instrument must be

tested, and (5) arguments must be made for the validity of
the instrument.
A review of the literature revealed three instru
ments reporting scales which were specifically designed
to measure audience response toward mass media sources.
These instruments were designed by Markham (1968),
McCroskey and Jenson

(1975) and Smith (1977).

It was

determined that McCroskey and Jenson's instrument best
met the five selection criteria.

Criterion one was met by

McCroskey and Jenson's employing sources strictly from
mass media such as radio, television and newspapers.

The

second selection criterion was met since their instrument
was based on three samples with a combined population of
1,3 70 subjects.

The third selection criterion was met
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because of the relative "purity" of the factor loadings.
Specifically, McCroskey and Jenson only accepted an item
which had a factor loading of .60 or higher on the chosen
factor, and no loading .40 or higher on any other factor
(cf. Kerlinger, 1973).

Reliability estimates for the

instrument were reported exceeding .90 for each of the
dimensions of credibility for internal reliability.
Internal and external validity were determined to fulfill
the final criterion.

McCroskey and Jenson best state

their results:
Construct validity is suggested both by visual examina
tion of the scales and the fact that reasonable
factorial stability was observed.

Predictive validity

is suggested from results of our analysis involving
prediction of data on communication and communication
related behavior scales.
must be stressed.

One additional reservation

These scales are offered for use

as measures of the image of mass media news sources
only.

Whether they can be employed for other types of

mass media sources is a question to be addressed in
later research.

These scales are definitely not

appropriate for other types of sources which have been
included in other phases of our research program
(McCroskey and Jenson, 1975, pp. 178-179).
McCroskey and Jenson's final instrument consisted of 25
semantic differential scales among the five dimensions of
credibility:

Competence, Character, Sociability, Composure,
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and Extroversion (see Table 1).
The McCroskey and Jenson instrument was shortened
by the experimentor from the original 25 scale items to
ten.

These ten scale items were the two most highly

loaded items within each of the five dimensions.

The

items were used for the analysis of the speaker.

In

addition to the ten scales selected from the McCroskey and
Jenson instrument, a nine item question was included to
measure response to the total videotape sequence as well
as demographic questions such as sex and age of respondent.
A closed format question was also included (see Appendix D).
Because of McCroskey and Jenson's discussion of
validity, the baseline nature of research in mediated
television variables, para-proxemic attributions, and the
fact that the instrument had been shortened to ten items,
it was determined that a pilot study was needed.

This

pilot study would serve in determining both the validity
and reliability of the revised instrument specific to a
differentially mediated stimulus.
Pilot Study
Subjects.

Sixty-four male and 47 female subjects

(Ss) were selected from the introductory marketing course
at Louisiana State University.

At the time of their

selection, Ss were randomly assigned to one of two treat
ment conditions.
CU conditions.

These conditions represented the XCU and
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Table 1
McCroskey and Jenson's Suggested Scales for
Measurement of Mass Media Mews Source Image

Pilot
Sample

Primary Loadings*
Peoria
ISU
Sample
Sample

COMPETENCE
qualified-unqualified
expert-inexpert
reliable-unreliable
believable-unbelievable
incompetent-competent
intellectual-narrow
valuable-worthless
uninformed-informed

.85(1)
.82 (1)
.83(1)
.78(1)
-.71(1)
.58(1)
.74(1)
-.85(1)

.74(1)
.75(1)
.73(1)
.77(1)
.74(1)
.77(1)
.71(1)
.69(1)
-.66(1)
-.77(1)
.71(1) ' .70(1)
.74(1)
•75(1)
-.58 (1)
-.63(1)

CHARACTER
cruel-kind
unsympathetic-sympathetic
selfish-unselfish
sinful-virtuous

-.72 (2/3)
-.59(2/3)
-.57(2/3)
-.57(2/3)

-.74
-.68
-.64
-.59

Dimension/Scales

SOCIABILITY
friendly-unfriendly
cheerful-gloomy
good natured-irritable
sociable-unsociable

.70 (2/3)
.72(2/3)
.58 (2/3)
.75(2/3)

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)

-.74(2)
-.63 (2)
-.66 (2)
-.63 (2)

.62(3)
.64(3)
.64(3)
.58(3)

.72 (3)
.72 (3)
.67(3)
.59(3)

COMPOSURE
composed-excitable
calm-anxious
tense-relaxed
nervous-poised

.84 (4)
.87(4)
NA
-.59(4)

.63(4)
.59 (4)
-.61(4)
-.62(4)

.79(4)
.72(4)
-.59(4)
-.58 (4)

EXTROVERSION
meek-aggressive
timid-bold
talkative-silent
extroverted-introverted
verbal-quiet

-.77 (5)
-.82(5)
.58(5)
.68(5)
NA

-.68(5)
-.68(5)
.67 (5)
.59(5)
.69(5)

-.68 (5)
-.75(5)
.59(5)
•57(5)
.58(5)

*Numbers in parantheses after loading indicate factor on
which loading appeared:
1-Competence, 2-Character,
3-Sociability, 4-Composure, 5-Extroversion, 2/3-Character/
Sociability.
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Five to six Ss were administered the treatment at
a time.

To simulate the television watching situation

as closely as possible, a small room was set up with a
couch and comfortable armchairs.

A television monitor was

placed across the room from the chairs.
Before entering the room, Ss were informed of the
voluntary nature of the task.

Each subject was told that

he/she was to feel no pressure for participating in the
experiment.

This procedure was used in accordance with

the guidelines of the Human Subjects Committee of Louisiana
State University.

Approximately five subjects refused.

Upon entering the room Ss were asked to sit down
and make

themselves comfortable.

Subjects

that the

experimentor was a graduate student working on a

research grant for a university professor.

were then told

The experi

mentor could then run the treatment conditions while
professing ignorance as to the "true" nature of the
study.

This procedure served as an aid in the control of

response bias.

Subjects were then shown the stimulus in

accordance with their respective treatment condition.
Subjects in experimental group #1 were shown stimulus #1
(the XCU

condition) and Ss in experimental

condition #2

were shown stimulus #2 (CU condition).
Following the viewing of the stimulus Ss received
the questionnaires which included an instruction sheet.
As prescribed by Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum (1971) this
sheet indicated response instructions for the semantic
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differential scales.
prescribed:
the task,

Essentially, these instructions

(1) orientation to the general nature of

(2) scale position and how they were to be

marked, and (3) the attitude to be taken toward the task
(see Appendix E ) .
Data Analysis.

Data analysis began with scoring

the Ss responses on each of the semantic differential
scales and on the classification data.

For the semantic

differentials, scoring involved determining the point
scale value for each Ss response to each scale.

A score

of seven was assigned to the most favorable position, the
center of the scale received a four and a score of one
was assigned to the least favorable position.

The

following bipolar pairs appeared in reverse order
from negative to positive)
response bias:
cheerful-gloomy.

(i.e.,

to guard against potential

reliable-unreliable, cruel-kind and
This procedure was prescribed by Osgood,

et a l . (1971, pp. 85-86).
Analysis of the Measuring Instrument.

Analysis

of the instrument began with the categorization of
the data by image factor analysis.

The image factor

analysis is a subcategory of common factor analysis.
differs from common factor analysis in that specific
linear equations are established to define the common
variance.

This is achieved through the definition

It
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of the common variance of each variable into a "regression
of the Y variable on all other variables.

These regres

sion estimates become a matrix of 'images', Z, and the
unique or residual parts of the data are known as the
anti-images, E"

(Acito and Anderson, 1980, p. 230).

In order to ascertain reliability and validity of
the instrument the data were "forced" into three,
and five factors.

four,

This procedure was to aid in comparing

the factors in the ten item instrument with the factor
structures of the McCroskey and Jenson instrument (see
Table 1).

The data were further divided to allow for a

separate factor analysis of the data by sex.
A minimum eigenvalue was set.

An eigenvalue may

be defined as "the column sum of squares for a factor...
it represents the amount of variance accounted for by a
factor"

(Hair, 1979, p. 217).

The eigenvalue was

arbitrarily set in conjunction with the "SAS" program
statements

(Barr, et al., 1976).

The SAS program directs

that a large negative eigenvalue be selected when a
specified number of factors have been predetermined.
Essentially this procedure is done to insure that all of
the variables are considered in the factor matrix.
Results of the rotated image analysis retaining
3 and 4 factors can be seen in Tables 2 and 3, respec
tively.

These tables show three factors emerging in

both situations, explaning 65.7% of the total variance.
The two scales from McCroskey and Jenson's Competence
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Table 2
Rotated Factor Structure
Image Analysis 3 Factors:
Pilot Study

ROTATED FACTOR PATTERN
FACT0R1

FACTOR2

FACTOR3

QUALIFIED

*0.56206

0.34403

0.20044

UNRELIABLE

*0.43640

0.38687

0.14728

CRUEL

0.00376

*0.59659

0.15796

SYMPATHETIC

0.05632

*0.52998

0.19110

FRIENDLY

0.28325

*0.58306

0.14020

GLOOMY

0.31410

*0.44403

-0.04318

-0.08897

*0.08100

*0.39626

CALM

0.04708

0.09503

*0.40218

BOLD

*0.66673

-0.03731

0.07731

AGGRESSIVE

*0.67764

0.21039

-0.14764

EXCITABLE

ORTHOGONAL TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
1

2

3

1

0.74913

0.64941

0.13067

2

0.61484

-0.60823

-0.50203

3

0.24655

-0.45642

0.85492

1

2

3

6.892534

3.240775

1.848768

PORTION

0.878

0.178

0.101

CUM PORTION

0.878

0. 556

0. 657

EIGENVALUES

♦Denotes item loaded on factor
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Table 3
Pilot Study Image Analysis
4 Factor Rotated Pattern

ROTATED FACTOR PATTERN
FACTOR1

FACTOR2

FACTOR3

FACTOR4

QUALIFIED

*0.55447

0.34060

0.19023

0.13405

UNRELIABLE

*0.42293

0.37887

0.11604

0.24202

CRUEL

0.98591

*0.59232

0.14424

0.12495

SYMPATHETIC

0.05600

*0.53107

0.20144

-0.01574

FRIENDLY

0.28539

*0.58635

0.15959

-0.05207

GLOOMY

0.31399

*0.44511

-0.03734

0.00624

-0.09344

0.08863

*0.39315

0.04889

CALM

0.04670

0.09592

*0.41411

-0.02315

BOLD

*-0.66983

-0.04077

0.06322

0.03394

*0.67978

0.21326

-0.13671

-0.01365

EXCITABLE

AGGRESSIVE

1

2

3

4

5

EIGEN
VALUES

6.892534

3.240775

1.848768

1.448380

1.32910

PORTION

0.378

0.178

0.101

0.079

0.062

CUM
PORTION

0.378

0.556

0. 657

0.736

0.798

*Denotes item loaded on factor

1
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and Extroversion dimensions combined into a single factor.
The two scales from both the Character and Sociability
dimensions collapsed into another factor.

Finally, the

two scales selected from the Composure dimension factored
as an independent dimension.

(It is interesting to note

that the Character and Sociability dimensions were
initially combined in the McCroskey and Jenson study, but
were separated in the second and third subject populations.)
Analysis of the data did not report the same five
dimensions of image as were reported by McCroskey and
Jenson.

However, while the factors in this pilot study

were not identical to McCroskey and Jenson's, the
semantic pairs within factors remained constant.

In each

factor structure the two semantic pairs selected from each
of the 5 dimensions of image

(i.e., qualified-unqualified

and reliable-unreliable from the Competence dimension)
remained paired.
The results of the semantic pairings, as well as
the combined Character/Sociability dimension reported
both by McCroskey and Jenson and this pilot study suggest
the reliability of the measuring instrument.

Additionally,

the three factors formulated in this pilot study explained
65.7% of the total variance within the image factor
analysis.

A comparison with the McCroskey and Jenson

instrument shows their instrument explaining 62% and 63%
of the variance in the five factor dimensions, and 70%
of the total variance in the four factor condition.

It
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was determined that a 65.7% explained variance level in
combination with the results of the factor pairings
constituted a valid instrument.
Further analysis of the data investigated the
differences between the male and female factor structures.
Four factors emerged out of the female respondents data
(see Table 4).

These four factors accounted for 79.2% of

the total variance.

The relative strength of the factors

was further emphasized when an analysis run to extract 5
factors from the data still showed only four significant
factors emerging.

The four factors were the same factors

evident in McCroskey and Jenson's first sample which was
discussed earlier.
Data analysis of the male respondents indicated
three factor structures emerging from the responses to the
instrument (see Table 5).

These 3 factors explained 65%

of the total variance within the instrument.

Validity of

these factors was evidenced when the factors remained
intact after subsequent analysis directed 4 factors be
retained in the analysis.
The results of the factor analysis by sex indicated
a difference in factor structures for the male and female
respondents.

Specifically, male Ss differentiated the

instrument into 3 factor dimensions, while their female
counterparts attributed 4 dimensions to the
image.

The additional variance explained by the sex

specific image factor analyses increases the validity of
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Table 4
Pilot Study Female 4 Factor Rotated
Image Analysis

ROTATED FACTOR PATTERN
FACT0R1

FACTOR2

FACTOR3

FACTOR4

QUALIF

*0.063703

0.34489

0.24375

0.22309

UNRELI

*0.74694

0.14255

0.26088

0.03784

CRUEL

0.21162

0.18624

*0.60337

0.22194

SYMP

0.29617

-0.12618

*0.57404

-0.03743

FRIEND

0.02468

0.31390

*0.60134

0.10128

GLOOMY

0.14478

0.20033

*0.62462

0.00632

EXCIT

0.24052

-0.05573

0.04900

*0.46263

CALM

-0.04348

-0.10861

0.05372

*0.49286

BOLD

-0.14451 *-0.66050

-0.09381

0.15192

0.24692

-0.12549

AGRESS

0.12888

*0.73112

1

2

3

4

5

EIGEN
VALUES

9.813663

4.209205

3.304297

2.325664

1.533461

PORTION

0.396

0.170

0.133

0.094

0.062

CUM
PORTION

0.396

0.565

0.699

0.792

0.854

*Denotes loading on factor
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Table 5
Pilot Study Male 3 Factor Rotated
Image Analysis

ROTATED FACTOR PATTERN
FACT0R1

FACT0R2

FACTOR3

FACT0R4

QUALIF

*0.62196

0.26530

0.13683

.00003051

UNRELI

*0.47800

0.36277

-0.02200

0.24775

CRUEL

0.00571

*0.59718

0.04570

0.27362

SYMP

0.05734

*0.60356

0.16749

-0.08294

FRIEND

0.31525

*0.62713

0.13888

-0.04190

GLOOMY

*0.42624

0.33765

0.00983

0.05534

EXCIT

-0.21642

0.08683

*0.30045

0.06936

CALM

0.07348

0.06449

*0.37534

-0.03025

BOLD

*-0.68043

0.05428

0.00747

0.03444

*0.69855

0.12214

-0.10700

AGGRESS

-0.01283

ORTHOGONAL TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
1

2

3

4

7.077984

3.753309

1.860146

1.548282

PORTION

0. 368

0.195

0. 097

0.080

CUM PORTION

0. 368

0.563

0.659

0. 740

EIGENVALUES

*Denotes loading on factor
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separate measurement instruments.

Reliability of the

instruments from the McCroskey and Jenson scales through
the pilot test and subsequent conditions of this study has
also been consistent.

It was determined that the different

factor structures showed a difference in subjects attri
butions toward the stimuli based on the dependent variable,
sex.
Experimental Procedures
The first step in the analysis of differences in
response to the XCU and CU treatment conditions as
operationalized by the ten item analysis of the speaker
was the selection of a new sample.

Subjects were again

selected from the introductory marketing classes at
Louisiana State University.

The results of the assignment

of Ss to treatment conditions, as well as the number of Ss
per condition may be broken down diagrammatically as
follows:
Factor Y:

SEX
Male

XCU Shot

Treatment
condition 1
Male XCU
N= 44

Treat. Con. 3
Female XCU
N=4 4

Factor Z
Para-proxemics
CU Shot

Treatment
con. 2
Male CU
N= 4 6

Treat. Con. 4
Female CU
N= 46

Subject selection, administration of the stimulus and

instrument, and data analysis were performed in the same
manner as in the pilot study.

Results of this analysis

as well as a dicussion of the results will be delineated
in Chapter 4.

Chapter 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Introduction
The results portion of Chapter 4 is comprised of
three sections.

The first section, entitled "Results of

Image Factor Analyses," reports the results from the
selection of a new sample and the administration of a
second condition.

Again factor analyses were run.

These

analyses were then compared with the instruments derived in
the pilot study to determine the validity and reliability
of the new instruments.

Once established these instruments

were used as the basis for analyzing the discriminatory
capacity of the independent measure of sex on para-proxemic
attributions.

The second section, entitled "Development

of the Discriminant Function," discusses the use of the
multiple discriminant analysis.

The multiple discriminant

analysis was chosen in consideration of the concern both to
develop a strong instrument and differentiate responses
to the para-proxemic treatment conditions.

The third

section, entitled "Results of the Multiple Discriminant
Analyses," addresses the discriminatory potenrial of the
instruments.

The results of the multiple discriminant

analyses reported in this section determined if the
instruments could correctly classify subjects' responses
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to their specific para-proxemic treatment conditions of
extreme close-up and close-up camera shots by sex of
subject.

In doing so these analyses determined if there

were differences in audience response to the para-proxemic
treatment conditions.
Results of Image Factor Analyses
Results of the image factor analysis of the overall
sample can be seen in Tables 6 and 7.
emerged.

Three factors

A comparison of the three factor structure to

that of the pilot study yielded an almost identical
structure.

One difference could be discerned.

Analysis of

the factors evident in the factor analysis in the pilot
study showed the Competence and Extroversion scales and
the Character and Sociability scales combined.

In this

experimental condition the scales from the Competence
dimension split between the Character/Sociability dimension
and the Extroversion dimension.

Specifically, the scale

reliable-unreliable factored with the Character/Sociability
dimension and the scale qualified-unqualified factored
with the Extroversion dimension.

The three reported

factors 72.4% of the total variance.

The instrument in

the pilot study explained 65.7% of the total variance.
Table 8 shows the factor structure for the 90
female respondents.

Four factors emerged in the analysis

explaning 79.4% of the total variation.

These factor

structures were similar to the four factor structure
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Table 6
Three Factor Image Analysis of All Subjects
Rotation Method: Varimax

ROTATED FACTOR PATTERN
FACTORI

FACT0R2

FACT0R3

0.40509

0.23515

*0.53580

S2-unreliable

*0.44349

0.27392

0.39955

S3-cruel

*0.73535

0.18518

-0.02306

S4-sympathetic

*0.62490

0.16610

-0.12934

S5-friendly

*0.84194

0.01851

0.18986

S6-gloomy

*0.43737

-0.23488

0.33668

S7-excitement

0.08927

*0.71708

-0.13802

S8-bold

0.14166

*0.72969

0.04362

S9-calm

-0.01346

0.08076

*0.57510

SlO-aggressive

-0.03693

-0.08324

*0.63491

Sl-qualified

1

2

3

4

5

EIGENVALUES

7.306305

4.747782

3.430550

1.457023

1.061853

PORTION

0.341

0.222

0.160

0.068

0.050

CUM
PROTION

0.341

0.563

0.724

0.792

0.841

*Denotes item loaded on factor
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Table 7
Four Factor Analysis Using All Subjects
Rotation Method: Varimax

ROTATED :
FACTOR PATTERN
FACTORl

FACTOR2

FACTOR3

FACTOR4

0.38943

0.22110

*0.49339

0.27350

S2-unreliable

*0.42342

0.25627

0.35206

0.28658

S3-cruel

*0.73151

0.18377

-0.03619

0.07477

S4-sympathetic

*0.62057

0.16433

-0.13968

0.04868

S5-friendly

*0.65073

0.02972

0.19868

-0.01746

S6-gloomy

*0.43699

-0.23401

0.32904

0.07683

S7-excitable

0.08852

*0.71829

-0.14139

0.00682

S8-bold

0.13807

*0.72858

0.03199

0.06718

S9-calm

-0.02353

0.06946

*0.58604

-0.00065

SlO-aggressive

-0.02839

-0.07351

*0.64186

0.02238

1

2

3

4

5

EIGENVALUES

7.306305

4.747782

3.430550

1.457023

1.061863

PORTION

0.341

0.222

0.160

0.068

0.050

CUM
PORTION

0.341

0.563

0.724

0.792

0.841

Sl-qualified

*Denotes loading on factor
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Table 8
Factor Analysis for Females
Rotation Method: Varimax

ROTATED :
FACTOR PATTERN
FACTORI

FACTOR2

FACTOR3

FACTOR4

Sl-qualified

0.11994

*0.63045

-0.11502

0.21787

S2-unreliable

0.11493

*0.63724

-0.08296

0.13410

S3-cruel

0.12707

*0.49153

0.16971

0.38567

S4-sympathetic

0.17398

0.28392

*0.23540

0.24956

S5-friendly

0.12217

0.35778

-0.10129

*0.46145

S6-gloomy

-0.28423

0.21745

-0.07610

*0.42924

S7-excitable

*0.81179

0.10914

0.13368

0.04377

S8-bold

*0.79802

0.25243

-0.04463

-0.02747

S9-calm

0.07464

-0.11950

*0.56974

-0.10818

SlO-aggressive

0.08000

0.02364

*0.61405

-0.00486

1

2

3

4

5

EIGEN
VALUES

8.575326

4.790299

3.258347

1.764372

1.251375

PORTION

0.370

0.207

0.141

0.076

0. 054

CUM
PORTION

0.370

0.577

0.718

0.794

0. 848

*Denotes loading on factor
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evident in the female factor analysis in the pilot study.
The scales from the Competence, Sociability and Composure
dimensions maintained their dimensionality.

The scales

sympathetic-unsympathetic and cruel-kind from the Character
dimension and the scales meek-aggressive and timid-bold
from the extroversion dimension were either adjuncts to
factors or established new factor structures of their own.
This was the case of factor 3 which was comprised of the
scales sympathetic-unsympathetic from the Character
dimension and agreesive-meek from the Extroversion
dimension.
The results of the image factor analysis for the
male respondents can be seen in Table 9.

Three factors

emerged, explaining 78.8% of the total variation.

The

factor structures in this condition were identical to the
factor structures of the male respondents in the pilot
study.

The scales from the Competence and Extroversion

dimensions as well as the scale cheerful-gloomy from the
Sociability dimension formed the first factor.

The second

factor was composed of the scales from the Character
dimension as well as the scale friendly-unfriendly from the
Sociability dimension.

The final factor was composed of

the scales from the Composure dimension.
A summary of the analyses of the instrument shows
a high level of explained variance achieved in both the
pilot study and in the second experimental condition.

The

enhancement of the explained variance when the instrument
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Table 9
Factor Analysis of Males
Rotation Method: Varimax

ROTATED FACTOR PATTERN
FACTORI

FACTOR2

FACTOR3

Sl-quli

0 .22376

*0.72737

0.20269

S2-unreli

0 .37519

*0.56635

0.34659

S3-cruel

*0. 84137

0.01269

0.17919

S4-symp

*0. 78853

-0.01211

0.18316

S5-friendly

*0. 74214

0.22670

-0.06035

S6-gloomy

0 .395 1

*0.51298

-0.24591

S7-excit

0 .05250

-0.13799

*0.69838

S8-bold

0 .11171

0.03064

*0.70253

S9-calm

0 .04897

*0.60300

0.11291

-0. 03862

*0.72258

-0.16472

SlO-aggress

% of explained variation
1

2

3

4

5

EIGENVALUES

10. 976461

6.277802

4.355955

1.357570

1.130798

PORTION

0. 400

0.229

0 .159

0.050

0. 041

CUM
PORTION

0.400

0.629

0 .788

0.838

G.879

*Denotes loading on factor
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was further divided by the sex of the respondents in both
the pilot study and the second experimental condition
Supply further arguments for the instruments reliability
and validity.
Development of the Discriminant Function
Multiple discriminant analysis

(MDA) was used in

this study to test the interrelated questions:

(1) which

of the instruments could best discriminate the Ss responses
to the XCU and CU treatment conditions, and

(2) if one were

a better predictor, were there significant differences in
the degree of discriminatory capabilities.

Multiple

discriminant analysis was chosen because of its capacity
for determining which linear combination of two or more
independent variables instrument (factors) will best
discriminate between groups

(XCU/CU conditions).

"This is

achieved by the statistical decision rule of maximizing
the between-group variance relative to the within-group
variance— this relationship is expressed as the ratio of
the between-group to within-group variance"
p. 8).

The research hypothesis stated:

(Hair, 197 9,

The results of

the extreme close-up and close-up camera shots are a linear
combination of the factor scores of their image rating.
Factor scores served as surrogate measures for all
Ss by factor.

The advantage of factor scores is that they

can be used as compressed representatives of the original
set of variables, in this case the derived factors.

The
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factor scores were input as the independent variables in
the MDA.
Results of Discriminant Analyses
Table 10 illustrates the discriminant analysis of
the total sample using the factor scores from Instrument 1
as the predictor variables.

This analysis properly

discriminated 48 out of the 92 subjects in the CU condition
for an accuracy rate of 52.17%.

The instrument properly

classified 46 out of the 88 subjects in the XCU condition
for a 52.57% accuracy rate.
Table 11 illustrates the discriminant analysis of
the male subject population utilizing the factor scores
from Instrument 2.

As can be seen in the table this

analysis properly classified 32 out of the 46 males in the
close-up condition, a 69.57% accuracy rate.

In the extreme

close-up condition the instrument was able to properly
classify 24 out of the 144 male Ss for a 54.55% accuracy
rate.
Results of the discriminant analysis of the female
subject population by treatment is shown in Table 12.
Instrument 3 was able to properly classify 30 out of the
46 Ss in the CU condition for a 65.22% accuracy rate.

In

the XCU condition the instrument was able to properly
identify 28 out of the 44 Ss for a 63.64% accuracy rate.
A summary of the discriminant analyses shows the
dimensions from Instrument 1 accurately discriminated
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Table 10
Discriminant Analysis on Total Sample
Using Three Factors

NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS AND
PERCENTS CLASSIFED INTO TREATMENT
FROM
TREAT

TOTAL
PERCENT

0

1

TOTAL

0

48
*52.17

44
47.83

92
100.00

1

42
87.73

46
*52.27

88
100.00

90
50.00

90
50.00

180
100.00

*Denotes % accurately classified
Treatment 0 = CU
Treatment 1 = XCU
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Table 11
Discriminant Analysis on Treatment
Using Male Factor Scores

NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS AND
PERCENTS CLASSIFIED INTO TREAT
FROM
TREAT

TOTAL
PERCENT

0

1

TOTAL

0

32
*69.57

14
30.43

46
100.00

1

20
45.45

24
*54.55

44
100.00

52
57.78

38
42 .22

90
100.00

*Denotes % accurately classified
Treatment 0 = CU
Treatment 1 = XCU
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Table 12
Discriminant Anslysis on Treatment
Using Female Factor Scores

NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS AND
PERCENTS CLASSIFIED INTO TREAT
FROM
TREAT

TOTAL
PERCENT
PRIORS

0

1

TOTAL

0

30
*65.22

16
34.78

46
100.00

1

18
36. 36

28
*63.64

44
100.00

46
51.11

44
48.89

90
100.00

0.5000

0.5000

*Denotes % accurately classified
Treatment 0 = CU
Treatment 1 = XCU
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52.17% of the Ss in the CU condition, as opposed to the
69.57% accuracy rate using Instrument 2 (on male Ss) and
a 69.57% accuracy rate using Instrument 3 (on female Ss).
Too, Instrument 1 accurately placed 52.27% of the total
sample into the XCU condition, while Instrument 3 predicted
63.34% of the female respondents in that condition.
Instrument 2 discriminated 54.55% of the male Ss in the
XCU condition
Results of the discriminant analyses reported in
consideration with the amount of variance explained by each
of the instruments

(discussed earlier in this chapter)

led

this investigator to the conclusion that the sex specific
instruments were much more valid discriminators of
audience response to the treatment conditions of XCU and
CU camera shots.

In order to answer the question of degree

of differences between Instrument 1 and the sex specific
instruments a Z test for uncorrelated proportions was
run (see Appendix F ) .

This percentage was determined for

Instrument 1 by adding the total number of accurate
discriminations across the treatment conditions and then
dividing by the total number of Ss.

The proportion for

Instruments 2 and 3 were determined by adding the correctly
discriminated percentages for both instruments across
treatment conditions and then dividing by the number of
conditions.
2.22.

Results of the Z test produced a Z score of

A Z score of 2.22 is significant at the .05

significance level

(Guilford and Fruchter, 1973, p. 510).

Discussion
This study was run to determine if there were
differences in audience response to the extreme close-up
as opposed to the close-up camera shot.
audience response were found.

Differences in

Factor analysis was utilized

initially to develop instruments for analyzing the dimen
sions of image relative to male and female subjects.
Analysis of the data reported earlier in this chapter
showed that male and female subjects utilized different
factor structures in their attributions toward the image
of a televised speaker.
The number of emergent factors was consistent
throughout the pilot study and subsequent condition.

Male

subjects responses were catagorized into three dimensions.
These three factor structures explained 65% of the variance
in the pilot study and 78.8% of the variation in the second
experimental condition.

Female respondents on the other

hand, utilized four factors in their analysis of the
speaker.

With even greater consistency than their male

counterparts female factor structures explained 79.2% of
the variation in the pilot study and 79.4% of the variance
in the subsequent condition.
To test further the validity of the measuring
instruments and to determine if the sex specific instru
ments were better predictors of para-proxemic treatment
conditions than was Instrument 1 (the composite of males
and females), a multiple discriminant analysis was run.
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Results of this analysis show the sex specific instruments
to be superior predictors of para-proxemic attributions in
every condition.

Results of these analyses are summarized

in Illustration 2.
Determining the sex specific instruments better at
both explaining the amount of variance within instruments
and predicting the para-proxemic treatment conditions
strengthened the validity of the instruments.

Further, the

results of the discriminant analyses show that the subjects
were responding differently to the stimulus based on their
treatment conditions.

The controls made upon this study

suggest to this experimentor that the differences in
response were due to the subjects para-proxemic attribu
tions toward the talent.
Proxemic theory is concerned with the way in which
people organize their perceptions of a situation based
upon the spatial relationships established between them
selves and some "other."

Para-proxemic attributions deal

with the manner in which individuals organize their
perceptions of media
"cues."

(television)

sources based on spatial

Both areas are concerned with what is evident

within the framing of a situation.
In his pioneering work on proxemics, Hall

(1966)

addressed the notion of a spatial dimension of man not only
in interpersonal relations but also in art, literature,
architecture, and language.

To Hall, man identifies the

same perceptual cues to discern "sensations of space"
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Illustration 2
Summary of Discriminant Analyses

INSTRUMENT

1

2
MALE

XCU

% ACCURATELY 52.27
CLASSIFIED

CU

52.17

XCU

54.55

CU

69.57

3
FEMALE

XCU

63.64

CU

65.22
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(p. 94) no matter if the object of that consideration is
animate or inanimate.

The cues and responses therein are

primarily culturally bound.

As such it is highly possible

that the differences found in the factor structures of the
male and female respondents reflect the distinctions made
in attributions to a male source, in this case the talent
in the stimulus.
The parap-proxemic approach could serve to explain
the low level of discriminatory predictability found in
the male subjects' extreme close-up condition.

Specif

ically, the male talent may have invaded the male subjects
personal space by "appearing" too close.

As was discussed

in Chapter 2, the extreme close-up shot simulates the
intimate distance label in Hallian theory.

This corre

sponds to a distance of approximately six to sixteen inches,
a distance much too close for comfort in the American
culture for male-to-male relations.

Consequently,

the

discomfort of the subjects was manifest in the lack of
culturally acceptable responses.

As such the multiple

discriminant analysis could find no linearity of response.
Female subjects responded with greater linearity
in the extreme close-up condition.

A prior reasoning

suggests this response tendency was found because women
are culturally more conditioned to men
televised males)

(especailly

"violating" their intimate space and

consequently have developed a response repertoire.
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Implications for Future Research
Proxemic theory is culturally staid.

According to

Hall, the distances discussed in The Hidden Dimension
(1966) are based primarily on educated, middle class
Caucasian Americans.

The subjects used in this study also

fit into those categories.

Because of this, it is

important to note that the findings of this study are not
generalizable to a population outside of these parameters.
Therefore further research is needed to determine if the
affects found in this study are also manifest in differing
subject populations.
Additionally it is important to address the fact
that the manipulated aspect of the mediated communication
in this study represented the most minute part of the
mediated televised whole.

Other camera shots need to be

studied in consideration with each other in the develop
ment of the shot sequence.

Additional technical variable

as lighting, editing, background and camera movement
already being studied need to be developed as a system.
Also investigation is needed into the differences in
audience response to female as well as male speakers with
regard to these variables.
Finally, the instrumentation aspect of this study
suggested an approach which seemed implicit in much
behavioral research, but was primarily neglected none the
less.

The idea that men and women respond differently to

a source regardless of his/her sex has been discussed in
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sex differences literature and studies utilizing sex as an
independent variable.

Inevitably, however, the study is

performed without this differentiation taken into
consideration in the measuring instrument.
This study showed that an instrument designed for
a combined sample (Instrument 1) was not as sensitive to
the differences in subject response to the stimuli as were
the sex specific instruments.

In fact, had only Instru

ment 1 been used for the multiple discriminant analysis
in this study, no differences would have been found in the
treatment conditions.

Again the Z test for uncorrelated

frequencies found significant differences

(p.

.05)

between the combined sample instrument and the sex specific
instruments in terms of their predictive ability.

It is

possible that past research into image size or paraproxemic attributions found no differences in response to
camera shots because their instruments were not sensitive
enough to measure those differences.
The implications of this research are multifold.
Applied behavioral fields as marketing and advertising
could utilize these findings to identify the structures
relevant to a persuasive meassage for a particular
marketing segment.

The legal profession needs to identify

the nonverbal technical factors so important to their
consideration of the use of videotape for trials.

With

all these questions still remaining this study can be
considered at best an impetus for further analysis of

televisions technical meadiateing capacity in effecting
audience response.
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APPENDIX B
SPEECH
Hello.

The time has come for people in Louisiana

to become aware of the importance and value oftourism
the state.

The tourist industry (and it

industry as petroleum or agriculture)
the state.

to

is asmuch an

is big business in

In fact, some of you might not be aware that

it is the third ranked moneymaker for the state.

You also

might not have known that money spent on travel within
La. amounts to well over 1 billion dollars a year.
So you see, the tourist industry

means alot to

La., and it is going to mean a lot more.How can I
confident?

be so

Well I believe that the tourist industry will

add about a quarter of a billion dollars more to the state
within the next few years, making it worth well over a
billion and a half dollars to the economy.
so sure about this?

How can I be

One word answers my question— ASTA.

ASTA stands for the American Society of Travel
Agents and in 1976 this group held its annual convention
in Louisiana.

The 46th ASTA World Travel Congress brought

over 5,000 registered delegates from all over the world.
They were wined and dined and entertained in every way
imaginable for an entire week.

We even scheduled a Mardi

Gras parade for them in the Superdome.

Why all the fuss?

Quite simple— because of the

experience of other countries showed us that after an
ASTA World Travel Congress, tourism revenues tended to
grow in the neighborhood of twenty-five percent.

The

travel agents who come to the convention are in effect on
a familiarization trip, and travel agents sell what they
know.

Now they know Louisiana.
So do the travel agents we just hosted at our

Annual Governor's Conference on Tourism.

The Governor's

Conference is something we started in order to pull
together the various segments of the industry.

Last year,

we got the idea to invite travel agents from all over the
United States to join us at the Conference.

It was a big

success.
We had more requests to come to Louisiana than we
could handle.

The same thing happened last year.

The

investment we make in getting travel agents to come visit
with us is one that pays off very handsomely.
The pay-off to Louisiana in developing the tourist
industry means replacement dollars for oil revenues which
are declining, as you well know.
everywhere.

Tourism is growing

Even during the past recession, people

continued to travel.

They put travel ahead of other big

dollar purchases like cars and homes.
The question is— how to get those travelers to
come to see what you've got for them here in south
Louisiana.

Make no mistake about it.

South Louisiana is

72
a potential gold mine of tourist dollars.

Like Louisiana

in general, Louisiana is a unique area in terms of its
geography, in terms of its history, and in terms of its
culture.
The Lakes Charles area does something that I think
would be of value

here.

That is the providing of a fly-

drive package for hunters.
Everything is taken care of and all the hunter needs
to do is step off his plane.

He gets guides, lodging, ground

transportation, and they even send his game home for him.
The package is operated by a motel but the Lakes Charles
Tourist and. Convention Bureau helps promote it.

A similar

package could be developed for South Central Louisiana
for hunting and for fishing, too, both freshwater and
salt-water fishing.

Again, the opportunity to capitalize

on the potential visitors out of New Orleans and Baton
Rouge is great.

Lake Charles is not so lucky to have a big

metropolitan area to draw from.
I spoke earlier about
Lafayette was the

the ASTA convention.

only region of the state to buy booth

space at that convention.

Their booth could be seen from

all over the rivergate, and it had quite an impact.

They

have recognized the need to start using New Orleans as
the starting point for attracting tourists.
me, it's working.

And believe

Everytime a travel writer inquires about

Louisiana, he wants to know about New Orleans and
Lafayette.

Well, they've done a lot of work by themselves,
but there's no reason why you can't add on to what they've
started.
South Central Louisiana has an exciting potential
for drawing tourists— outdoor recreation, a fascinating
historic story to tell, and a unique culture to show.
Tourism in Louisiana is growing.

South Central

Louisiana should plan to share in that growth.

Your share

of a billion dollar plus industry is just waiting for you!
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APPENDIX C
LIKERT TYPE SCALE
1.

Rate this speech in terms of its emotional loading.

No emotional
loading
\

\

\

\

1

= 2.25

\

I

extremely
I emotionally
laden
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APPENDIX D
INSTRUMENT

1 . The sequence of videotape I just watched seemed:
bad __
pleasant __

unpleasant

objective __

subjective

far __
cold __
interesting __
hard __
reputable __
weak
2.

good

near
hot
boring
soft
disreputable
strong

The speaker I just saw seemed:
qualified
unreliable
cruel
sympathetic
friendly

unqualified
reliable
kind
unsumpathetic
unfriendly

gloomy

cheerful

excitable

composed

calm

anxious

bold

timid

aggressive

meek

Classification Measures
What is your age? ________
What is your marital status?
Single

________

Married
Other (divorced, spearated, widowed)
Do you have children?
Yes ________
No
What is your sex?
Male ________
Female ________
Please tell me which description best fits your
educational background?
some high school

________

high school graduate

________

some college__________ ________
college graduate

________

graduate work
Which of the following best describes your occupation?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________

Farmer
Managerial
Office Worker
Policeman, Postman, etc.
Professional or Technical
Sales
Skilled Trade
Retired
Housewife
Student
Secretarial, Clerical
Teacher
Other

Approximately how many hours per week do you spend
watching television?
Number of hours per week ________
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APPENDIX E
INSTRUCTIONS
The purpose of this study is to measure the
"meanings" of certain things to various people by having
them judge them against a series of descriptive scales.
In answering these questions, please make your own
judgments on the basis of what these things mean to you.
On the following pages you will find a concept to be
judged and beneath it a set of scales.
You are to rate
the concept on each of these scales.
Here is how to use the scales:
If you feel that the concept at the top of the scales is
very closely related to one end of the scale, you should
place your check-mark as follows:
Fair

:

:

:

:

:

:

Unfair

Fair

:

:

:

:

:

:

Unfair

If you feel that the concept is moderately related to one
or the other end of the scale (but not extremely), you
should place your check-mark as follows:
Strong ___ :___:___ •:___:___ :___ :___ Weak
Strong ___:___ :___ :___ :___ :___ :___ Weak
If the concept seems only slightly related to one side as
opposed to the other side (but is not really neutral),
then you should check as follows:
Active

:

:

:

:

:

:

Passive

Active

:

:

:

:

:

:

Passive

The direction toward which you check, of course,
depends upon which of the two ends of the scale seem most
characteristic of the thing you're judging.
If you consider the
scale (in other words, both
associated with the concept)
irrelevant, or unrelated to

concept to be neutral on the
sides of the scale equally
or if the scale is completely
the concept, then you should
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place your check-mark in the middle space:
Safe ___ :___ :___ :___ :___ :___ :___ Dangerous
IMPORTANT:

1) Place your check-marks in the middle of
the spaces, not on the boundaries:
this
not this

2) Be sure to check every scale for every
concept— do not omit any.
3)

Never put more than one check-mark on a
single scale.

Sometimes you may feel as though you've had the same item
before on the questionnaire.

This will not be the case,

so please do not look back and forth through the items.
Also, do not try to remember how you checked similar items
earlier in the questionnaire.
and independent judgment.

Make each item a separate

Work at a fairly quick speed

through this questionnaire.

Do not worry or puzzle over

individual questions, as there are no "right" answers.

It

is your first impressions, the immediate feelings about
the questions, that we want.

On the other hand, please do

not be careless, because we want your true impressions.
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APPENDIX F
Z TEST OF UNCORRELATED PROPORTIONS

Pe ~ N 1p 1+N2P 2
N l+ N 2

,e

= 1-P

e

Z = 2.22
P.

.01
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